Abstract: This paper deals with the control of hopping and running systems that interact intermittently with the environment. The control, based on a nonlinear energy reference model, has the main task of conferring to the system, a periodic stable behavior. This approach may be used for gait generation, nominal stance stabilization, energy shaping, and optimization.
Introduction
The study of legged robots benefits an increasing attention and control of its different gaits (hopping, running, walking, etc.) are the subject of some researcher's efforts. The study of such systems is difficult, owing to the nonlinear nature of equations, phase transitions (contact phase, flight phase), and interaction with varying or unknown environments. In Koditschek et al. [1] , an analysis of a simplified hopping robot has been given and return maps induced by the oscillatory dynamics of the system have been established. In Vakakis et al. [2] , a strange attractor intervening in the dynamics of a hopping robot has been presented. This work is the continuation of our previous investigations [3] [4] [5] [6] , which present some aspects of the system modeling and control principle.
The classical methods employed to obtain dynamic fast gaits have not performed [7, 8] due to system complexity, the varying nature of the ground, and the constraints imposed on the system. According to the control approach proposed in this article, the system operates periodic motions that can be characterized by a limit cycle in the phase plane. The control approach is based on energetic optimization that makes the system trajectory tend towards the limit cycle. The evaluation of the energy reference model does not necessitate a great deal of calculation. Therefore, the trajectory evaluation can be done online to allow fast dynamic gaits. The article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the dynamic model of the robot and an approach of control based on controlled limit cycles (CLC) is introduced. Section 3 provides some simulation and experimental results both for hopping and forward motion. The final section is devoted to discussions and conclusions. Figure 1 illustrates the robot structure. The robot possesses two legs, each one composed of two links. Two wheels ensure the stability of the robot and two joints are actuated pneumatically. In this paper, we consider only the motion of one leg. In the case of a biped robot, the equation of motion of the second leg can be obtained from that of the first one by linear transformation. This can be generalized to a multi-legged robot.
Dynamic model of the robot
The robot is equipped with three sensors: one gyrometer for acquisition of vertical velocity, one potentiometer permitting measurement of joint angle q 4 (knee), and one optic encoder for measurement of joint angle q 3 (hip).
The whole system (robot, control, and environment) with the interactions and constraints between different system elements has been illustrated in Figure 2 .
The dynamic model of the robot can be obtained by Lagrange equations: 
where J is the Jacobian matrix. For the sake of simplicity, we omit the friction term in the equation. Thus, the system's equation in the Cartesian space can be expressed:
Control strategy
When dealing with the control of legged robots, the problem is how we can adopt a methodology [9] . This methodology is illustrated in Figure 3 . The classical methods do not cope with desired performances due to the nonlinear nature of the system, phase transitions (contact and flying phases), and uncertainty of environment parameters. Figure 4 illustrates the principle of gait stabilization and energy optimization. The control is operated in two stages. The first stage consists of a nominal stance stabilization when the robot's leg is in contact with the ground, this could be obtained by means of a PD controller:
The ground reaction force may be modelized by a mechanical impedance.
--
where Z e , K e and Δz designate respectively ground mechanical impedance, stiffness and deformation. Equation (1) can be rewritten:
K is the equivalent stiffness of the robot, ground and the control, in serial connection [6] . When the ground is very stiff:
The second stage consists of an energy reference optimization, to achieve a controlled limit cycle. This procedure involves different energy transformations: kinetic energy-gravity potential energy-elastic potential energy accumulation-elastic potential energy restitution-kinetic energy, and so on. In our approach the environment interaction: friction and ground reaction forces are taken into account. The nonlinear control law is defined as follows:
where V and V 0 designate, respectively, the system's energy and energy reference. Λ and K denote respectively control gain and equivalent system stiffness. The energy of the system can be formulated by:
The general form of the reference energy in terms of desired velocities can be expressed:
In the case, where we are solely interested in hopping, V 0 can be expressed in terms of maximum jump height z m or maximum touchdown velocity The jump height should be given beforehand. This permits to define energy reference.
The control should act to obtain a trajectory in the phase plane ( , ) z z with a constant energy. This is compatible with the system properties. In [10] , it has been illustrated that a hopping robot's behavior could be deduced from a mass-spring-damper system. This is a second order system, in which the resonance frequency depends on mass and stiffness. The angular frequency of resonance is equal to:
The oscillation frequency depends on either the system parameters or the control gain. The trajectory of such a system in the phase plane, with an appropriate control law corresponds to a limit cycle. A limit cycle is a closed orbit corresponding to a region of attraction. In fact, in the proposed approach, the generation of the trajectory is implicit. In the literature, some authors propose explicit trajectory generation [8, 11] . In [12] , the trajectory generation is executed by a trajectory planner composed of a trajectory memory unit and an adaptive unit. In these approaches, the control pursues a pre-established trajectory, in order that the tracking error with respect to reference trajectory tends to zero. Put into practice, such methods encounter some difficulties when the environment is varying or unknown. To overcome this problem, the control must be robust with regard to model parameters errors, environment uncertainties, and disturbances.
Stability analysis
In the case of mechanical systems performing a periodic gait, we should define the orbital stability that differs somewhat from the classical definition of stability. Definition: the system trajectory in the phase space R 2 is a stable orbit if 0:
This means that all trajectories starting in the vicinity of Ω approach it during a finite time. Let us define a Lyapunov function that is the same as the energy of the system: Differentiating this function, we obtain:
* is a skew-symmetric matrix [13] , we obtain finally:
To achieve and stabilize the desired limit cycle, the following condition must be imposed:
This condition can be satisfied if the control is of one of the following form:
Consequently, the inequality (5), with the control law as defined by (6) becomes:
the control should furnish energy to the system to compensate energy wasting, the control has then an active contribution. If 0 0: V V V ⇒ ≺ the jump height is greater than z m , the global energy of the system should be decreased, the control has then a passive (dissipative) action. As demonstrated above, the closed orbit defined by
is asymptotically orbitally stable. Figure 5 illustrates the experimental results which match the simulation results. The control gains are K p = 200; K v = 1.5; Λ = 1. Figure 5A represents the limit controlled cycle for a desired jump height z m = 0.6 m. The steady state error on the maximum height is due to stiffness and inertial parameters errors. This error can be reduced by use of an integral action. The platform position, as well as the leg endpoint position, is depicted in Figure 5B . Figure 5C presents the platform velocity. We remark that the period is nearly 0.8 s (depending on control gain). Figure 5D represents the control function with the control being inactive in the flight phase. The contact phase duration is very short compared to the flight phase duration. Figure 5E illustrates the position variations in forward motion for an initial leg orientation angle θ 0 = 0.4161 rad. Figure 5F illustrates the average velocity of the forward motion, the stabilized velocity being attained within nearly 7 s.
Simulation and experimental results

Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a control approach for realizing fast gaits in the case of hopping or running robots. The control has for tasks: stabilization of a nominal stance and optimization of energetic behavior of the system. The former uses a partial PD feedback and the latter an energy reference model, associated to a feedback, which is nonlinear in regard to positions and velocities. This leads to controlled limit cycles that characterize a robot gait. This approach is appropriate for implicit online trajectory generation, gait stabilization, and energy optimization. The control is robust vs. model parameter uncertainties and disturbances [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
